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6

Abstract7

This paper aims to present a three phase scheduling algorithm that offers lesser energy8

consumption for weakly hard real time systems modeled with (????, ????) constraint. The9

weakly hard real time system consists of a DVS processor (frequency dependent) and10

peripheral devices (frequency independent) components. The energy minimization is done in11

three phase taking into account the preemption overhead. The first phase partitions the jobs12

into mandatory and optional while assigning processor speed ensuring the feasibility of the13

task set. The second phase proposes a greedy based preemption control technique which14

reduces the energy consumption due to preemption. While the third phase refines the feasible15

schedule received from the second phase by two methods, namely speed adjustment and16

delayed start. The proposed speed adjustment assigns optimal speed to each job whereas17

fragmented idle slots are accumulated to provide better opportunity to switch the component18

into sleep state by delayed start strategy as a result leads to energy saving. The simulation19

results and examples illustrate that our approach can effectively reduce the overall system20

energy consumption (especially for systems with higher utilizations) while guaranteeing the21

(????, ????) at the same time.22

23

Index terms— Dynamic power down, Dynamic voltage scaling, model, Preemption Control, Scheduling, W24
eakly hard real time system.25

1 Introduction26

eal time applications are usually composed of set of tasks that interact with each other by exchanging messages.27
These tasks and their corresponding messages are often invoked repeatedly and are required to complete their28
services by respective deadlines. Examples of such applications include process control automated manufacturing29
system and delivery of audio/video frames in multimedia [1]. In process control automated manufacturing system30
finishing beyond deadline can have a catastrophic effect whereas it may be annoying but acceptable without much31
loss in case of multimedia applications. An application with catastrophic effect is defined as hard real time whereas32
degraded performance application is soft real time in nature. Besides these hard and soft deadlines, multimedia33
application such as video conferencing is being referred to as weakly hard real time where missing of some tasks34
to complete by frame/sec from which at least 24 frames/sec are needed to visualize the movement of the image35
[17]. When transmitting such frames if sufficient processing power and network bandwidth are available then a36
high quality video (receiving 30 frames/sec at destination) can be projected whereas degraded but acceptable37
quality of image is received. In case at least 24 frames/sec reach at the destination within deadline then desired38
quality is received. For weakly hard real time systems the assurance of minimum acceptable quality result is39
attained by imprecise concept [17,18] or by (??, ??) model [11]. In imprecise concept a frame has to be received40
at destination (may be full or portion of it) while a partially received frame is considered as dropped frame in41
(??, ??). That is, all frames are required to be received for imprecise computation whereas certain frames may42
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1 INTRODUCTION

be dropped to maintain the minimum quality in (??, ??) constraints. To ensure a deterministic quality of service43
(QoS) to such systems, Hamdaoui and Ramanathan [1] used the (??, ??) model in which, out of ?? consecutive44
task instances any ?? instances must meet their respective deadlines. The (??, ??) model scatters the effect of ??45
deadline misses over a window of ?? which is different from accepting low miss rate in which a series of frames46
may be lost in a burst load leading to intolerant behavior in terms of missing a portion. Besides guaranteeing47
for QoS in terms of (??, ??) designer of real time system has to take care of minimization of energy especially48
for portable devices.49

Energy-aware computing has been realized as one of the key area for research in real time systems [20]. Energy-50
driven scheduling algorithms have been developed to reduce system’s energy consumption while satisfying the51
timing constraints [2,3,4,5,6,19,20,21,22,25] are applicable for system having frequency dependent component52
(speed of the system varies with variation in its operating frequency) as resource. They will be able to reduce53
energy for system having frequency dependent components only. Besides frequency dependent component many54
systems have frequency independent components such as memory where above energy-driven voltage scheduling55
algorithms are inadequate.56

For the systems having frequency dependent component energy consumption decreases with R ©2011 Global57
Journals Inc. (US) because on reducing the frequency, components which are frequency independent may be58
forced to be active for longer duration leading to more energy consumption. Authors [7,8,9,10] revealed that59
the frequency dependent component (processor core) consumes around 30% of total energy while frequency60
independent (memory and peripherals devices) account for the remaining 70% of energy consumption. Thus, the61
energy consumption of the frequency independent components plays a crucial role in overall energy consumption62
of a system. Group of researcher [6,28,29, ??2] are focused for minimization of system energy (energy required63
by frequency dependent and independent component) rather than minimization of processor energy only. We64
use the term frequency dependent component to refer a processor and frequency independent for memory or65
peripheral devices. The three common techniques used for minimization of system energy are dynamic voltage66
scaling (DVS), dynamic power down (DPD) and Preemption control (PC) which will be discussed in the following67
subsection.68

Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS), is based on adjusting the processor voltage and frequency on-the-fly [12,13]69
as energy requirement depends on operating frequency as well as voltage. The DVS attempts to reduce the70
processor speed to the extent it is possible, to obtain reduction in energy consumption. The speed of a frequency71
dependent component is said to be reduced if it is either operating at lower voltage or frequency. The task72
execution time increases with the reduction in processor speed leading to the following consequences:73

? a release may miss its deadline while it is feasible at higher speed. ? the longer execution time will be able74
to decrease the energy consumption of the processor whereas the system energy may be increased ? frequency75
independent components remain active for longer time and increase the energy consumption. ? longer execution76
time implies more losses in energy due to leakage current ??44]. However, the task execution times do not always77
scale linearly with the processor speed [13,14,15,16,23,26] because system may have some components (memory78
and peripheral devices) which do not scale with the operating frequency. Thus, DVS may not be efficient (further79
reduction in the speed would increase the energy consumption) when the system energy is considered. To solve this80
problem, authors [27,29,30, ??1] suggested a lower bound (critical speed which balanced the energy consumption81
between the processor and peripheral devices to minimize the negative impact of the DVS. Niu and Quan [11]82
used a combined static/dynamic partitioning strategy for (??, ??) model to reduce the processor energy and83
are not efficient for system energy. Beside the DVS energy minimization approach authors [35,36] suggested to84
switch off the system (power down) rather than scale down the speed to reduce the energy requirement which is85
discussed briefly in next subsection.86

Dynamic Power Down (DPD) is switching to sleep mode (least power mode) of the unused components since87
the workload is not constant at all times. Although leaving a component (frequency dependent or independent)88
in idle/active state consumes power but switching to sleep mode too often may also be counter productive due89
to heavy context switching overheads. Thus, the DPD technique strives to balance the active and the sleeping90
time of the components.91

Authors ??32,34,35] used DPD to switch the processor and the peripheral devices into sleep mode based on92
threshold (minimum time for which the component may sleep for positive energy saving) value to save energy93
for both hard and soft real time systems. The Niu and Quan [36] proposed a DPD based scheduling method94
to reduce the system energy consumption for weakly hard real-time systems with (??, ??) constraints. The95
reduction in energy consumption achieved by the DPD technique would increase with the enlargement of the idle96
slot length. The increment in the length of the idle slot can be achieved by the preemption control technique97
which is discussed in the following sub-section.98

Preemption Control (PC) is allowing a lower priority job to continue execution even when a higher priority99
job is ready such that none miss their deadline. When a job starts execution on the processor then the associated100
devices are switched to active state in which they remain till it completes. Thus, if a lower priority job is101
preempted by the higher priority job then the associated components remain active and consume energy for the102
time for which the job is preempted. This extra consumption in the energy can be reduced by delaying the higher103
priority job if possible and completing the lower priority job in the meanwhile (laxity of the higher one). Moreover,104
each time a job is preempted the context of the job needs to be saved and to be restored when it resumes. This105
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context saving and retrieval would incur an overhead both in terms of time and energy. Thus, reducing number106
of preemptions reduces the response time of the job and undue energy dissipations due to preemption overhead,107
longer response time. Agrawal et. al. [29] proposed a preemption control technique where the lower priority job108
is forced to execute at higher speed levels and complete before the arrival of a higher priority one. The authors109
themselves say that such a policy may not always lead to energy saving performance.110

It is observed if only DPD is applied on a system then based on the threshold the components would be allowed111
to switch into sleep state and gain the energy reduction. Although, increasing the length or accumulating the idle112
slots further reduces the energy by DPD; DPD technique itself does not suggest any method to do so. While DVS113
would lower the assigned speed to each job and increase its execution time which in turn increases its response114
time. An increment in response time of a job not only increases the energy consumption by the associated115
components which remain active for longer time but also due to additional preemption which may occur. On116
the other hand, preemption control at the assigned speed may not be able to reduce the response time and/or117
number of preemptions. To address the shortcoming of each (DVS, DPD and PC) and to enhance the overall118
reduction in system energy consumption we suggest a judicious combination of all the above techniques.119

The length of the idle slot can be enhanced by selecting better speed level for DVS (suggested in third phase)120
or reducing the response time by PC (suggested in second phase) or delaying the execution of a job (suggested121
in third phase). The priorities are assigned based on the earliest deadline first (EDF) policy in which the job122
whose absolute deadline is lower has higher priority. The number of preemptions for different jobs of a task may123
vary as the earliest deadline first scheduling is dynamic at task level and arrival of mandatory jobs depends on124
the partitioning strategy. Thus, a job level DVS view would increase its efficiency (suggested in third phase). On125
the other hand, increasing the speed of few jobs (selected based on the greedy technique suggested in phase-2)126
could reduce energy consumbed by lower priority job with longer execution as well as preemption overhead.127

Recently, two groups of researcher Agrawal et. al. [29] and Niu and Quan [37] have used a two phase approach128
for system energy minimization for weakly hard real time system with (??, ??) constraints. The authors have129
suggested a combination of DVS, DPD and PC techniques however, neither have they taken into the account the130
preemption overhead nor do they balance the effects of the three techniques.131

In this paper we aim to minimize the system energy consumption for weakly hard real time system modeled132
with (??, ??) constraints using a fine balance of DVS, DPD and PC. The reduction in energy consumption is133
achieved at both, task as well as job level for which we adopt a three phase approach. In the first phase the134
task level view of the system is taken. The feasibility to each task in the set is ensured keeping in account the135
preemption overhead. While the second and third phase adopts job level view. A greedy based preemption136
control technique is proposed at the job level in the second phase. It is further refined in the third phase by137
adjusting the speed assigned to a job and accumulation of idle slots by delayed start to effectively balance the138
three approaches.139

The rest of the paper is organized as follows; the next section provides a system model followed by section III140
which presents our new approach along with algorithm. The simulation results are enlisted in section IV whereas141
section V concludes the work.142

2 II.143

3 System Model144

This paper aims to minimize the system energy consumption for a system having independent periodic task set145
?? = {?? 1 , ?? 2 , ?? 3 ? ?? ?? } that assures minimum QoS defined by (??, ??). The priority of a job146
is assigned based on the earliest deadline first policy. The system consists of two types of components namely,147
frequency dependent (processor) and frequency independent (memory and peripheral devices). The following148
considerations are made:149

1. The frequency independent components are represented by set ?? = {?? 1 , ?? 2 , ?? 3 ? ?? ?? } where ??150
?? represents a memory or peripheral device. The power management policies reported in [29,37,39] used only151
two states (active and sleeping) for a frequency independent component and there is no ?? ???????? ?? ????????152
+ ?? ???????? ?? ???????? + ?? ?????? (?? ? ?? ???????? ? ?? ???????? ) (2)153

To attain a positive energy gain the energy consumed by switching to sleep state (as measured in equation154
( ??)) should be less than that consumed in the idle mode (as measure in equation ( ??)), i.e., (2)<( ??)? ??155
???????? ?? ???????? + ?? ???????? ?? ???????? + ?? ?????? (?? ? ?? ???????? ? ?? ???????? ) < ??156
???????? ??157

In worst case when no energy gain is measured (equation (1)=( ??)) then the threshold ??? can be estimated???158
= ??? ???????? ?? ???????? + ?? ???????? ?? ???????? ? ?? ?????? (?? ???????? + ?? ???????? )? ???159
???????? ??? ?????? ? ?(3)160

The threshold of each component can be estimated by equation (3). Substituting the value of ?? ???????? ??161
???????? + ?? ???????? ?? ???????? in terms of th in the equation ( ??) we get,?????? ???????? ? ?? ?????? ?162
+ ?? ?????? (?? ???????? + ?? ???????? ) + ?? ?????? (?? ? ?? ???????? ? ?? ???????? )163

(3a) Energy saved by switching to sleep state would be the difference between equations ( ??) and (3a).????????164
= ?? ???????? ?? ? ?????? ???????? ? ?? ?????? ? + ?? ?????? = (?? ? ???)??? ???????? ? ?? ?????? ?165

If (?? > ???)then the energy gain (????????) would be positive hence, energy consumed in switching to sleep166
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5 REVERSE

state and remain in it for ?? units of time would reduce energy consumption and hence, is advisable to switch167
to sleep state. For (?? = ???)the energy consumed to remain idle or sleep are same.168

4 Global Journal of Computer Science and Technology169

Volume XI Issue X Version I When (?? < ???)then it is recommended to remain in the idle state rather than to170
switch to sleep state in which it would consume more energy. Thus, the energy consumed by a component for an171
idle slot of (??)would be:??(??) = ? ?? ???????? ?? 0 ? ?? ? ??? ?? ???????? ??? + ?? ?????? (?? ? ???) ??172
> ??? (4)173

Critical speed of the task (ð�??”ð�??” ???? ): The DVS technique advocates that reduction in the speed of the174
frequency dependent component would reduce the energy consumption. This may not be true when the system175
is having both frequency dependent and independent components because lower speed leads to longer execution176
time for which the frequency independent components would remain active and consume energy. That is, on177
reduction in speed, the system energy consumption first decreases then it starts increasing incase speed is further178
reduced. The speed at which system energy requirement is least for a task is called the critical speed. Each task179
in the system has its own critical speed because its computation demand and set of associated components may180
differ. It can be determined as follows:181

Consider a task ?? ?? with computation time ?? ?? (??) = ?? ?? ?? ? + ?? ?? where ?? ?? and ?? ??182
are the computation requirement for frequency dependent component at the speed s and independent component183
respectively. Then the energy consumed by the task ?? ?? at speed ?? would be ?? ?? (??) = ?? ?? (??) * ???184
??ð�??”ð�??” + ? ?? ???????? ,?? ?? ????? ? where ð�??”ð�??” is the speed index of ??, i.e., ?? ð�??”ð�??” = ??.185
Thus, ?? ??ð�??”ð�??” is the rate of energy consumption of the processor at speed ??(???? ?? ð�??”ð�??” ), ? ??186
???????? ,?? ?? ????? is the total energy consumption rate of all the frequency independent devices associated187
with task ?? ?? .188

In [11,13] authors have used energy model where energy consumed by the processor is directly proportional189
to the cube of the operating speed i.e., ?? ?? ? ?? 3 hence, ?? ?? = ???? 3 where ?? ? ?? and ?? is the190
proportionality constant.191

As the task energy consumption function, ?? ?? (??) is a strictly convex function over speed ?? it can have a192
single speed at which energy consumption could be minimum, this can be estimated by setting its first derivative193
to zero followed by the second derivative to be positive. Thus, taking the first derivative of ?? ?? (??) with194
respect to ?? as???? (??) ???? = ????? ?? ?? 2 ? ?????? 3 + ? ?? ???????? ,?? ?? ????? ?? + ???? ?? ?? ? +195
?? ?? ?(3???? 2 )? = 0 ???? (??) ???? = 3???? ?? ?? 4 + 2???? 3 ?? ?? ? ?? ?? ? ?? ???????? ,?? ?? ?????196
= 0197

(5) By Descartes’ Rule of Signs ??43], there is only one positive root of the equation since the sign between two198
consecutive terms changes only once. This root is referred to as the critical speed of the task ?? ?? represented199
as ?? ???? .200

In the following subsection we discuss the various methods for partitioning the jobs into mandatory201
and optional. The partitioning problem is NP-hard [40] hence, various heuristic techniques (Red_Pattern,202
Even_Pattern, Rev_Pattern, Hyd_Pattern, Mix_Pattern) can be used which are discussed below:203

Deeply Red-Pattern (Red_Pattern): This pattern was proposed by Koren & Shasha [41]. Mathematically,204
this can be described as?? ?? ?? = ? 1, 0 ? ?? ?????? ?? ?? < ?? ?? 0, ????????????????? ?? = 0, 1, ? . . ??205
?? ? 1 When ?? ?? ?? is 1, release ?? ?? ?? is mandatory while it is206

optional in case 0 is assigned to ?? ?? ?? . We refer this pattern as Red_Pattern. Advantage of applying this207
pattern to a task set for energy minimization is that it aligns the optional jobs together so that a component has208
a better opportunity to switch into sleep state to save energy. For a task whose critical speed is higher than or209
equal to the highest possible speed (?? ?? ) the operating speed should never be scaled down.210

Assigning Red_Pattern to such a task helps to extend the idle interval for switching to sleep state. However,211
for a task whose critical speed is lower than ?? ?? Red_Pattern overloads the system leading to large size busy212
intervals and need more energy to be feasible. Evenly Distributed Pattern (Even_Pattern): Ramanathan [42]213
used evenly distributed pattern in which the first release is always mandatory and the distribution of mandatory214
and optional is evenly i.e., alternating. Mathematically, this can be described as?? ?? ?? = ? 1, ???? ?? = ??215
?? * ?? ?? ?? ?? ? * ?? ?? ?? ?? ? 0, ????????????????? ?????? ?? = 0, 1, ? ?? ?? ? 1216

5 Reverse217

Evenly Distributed Pattern (Rev_Pattern): This pattern is a reverse of the Even_Pattern, hence the first release218
is always optional and the distribution of mandatory and optional is alternating. Mathematically:?? ?? ?? = ?219
0, ???? ?? = ?? ?? * (?? ?? ??? ?? ) ?? ?? ? * ?? ?? (?? ?? ??? ?? ) ? 1, ????????????????? ?? = 0, 1, ? ??220
?? ? 1221

This pattern was first proposed by Niu & Quan [11] and we refer it as Rev_Pattern.222
Hybrid Pattern (Hyd_Pattern): This pattern was proposed by [11] in which instead of assigning same pattern223

to all the tasks in the task set, they assigned different type of patterns (Red_Pattern or Even_Pattern) to each224
task. For example, task ?? 1 is partitioned into mandatory and optional according to Red_Pattern while ?? 2225
and ?? 3 could be assigned Red_Pattern or Even_Pattern. Thus, yielding 2 ?? possible combination of pattern226
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assignment where ?? is the number of the tasks in the task set. Mixed Pattern (Mix_Pattern): The hybrid227
pattern allows a task in the task set to be scheduled by Red_Pattern or Even_Pattern. In both cases at least228
the first release of each task is mandatory (if not more e.g. (??, ??) = {(3, 5), (4, 7)} first two releases of both229
the task are mandatory with the Hyd_Pattern) and are in phase hence, will overload the system, forcing it to230
be feasible with high energy requirement. Therefore, to improve the performance of Hyd_Pattern authors [29]231
suggested a mixed pattern (Mix_Pattern) which combines the Hyd_Pattern with the Rev_Pattern yielding 3232
?? possible combination of pattern assignment. By including the Rev_Pattern the Mix_Pattern would give a233
task fairer chance to execute at lower speed assignment (the second release of both the task in the above example234
would be mandatory while the first may or may not be so. Since the second release of a task would usually be out235
of phase with the other releases and will not overload the system as hybrid pattern does). Thus, Mix_Pattern is236
the superset of all the above suggested patterns. In this paper we would use Mix_Pattern.237

6 Global Journal of Computer Science and Technology238

In the following section we propose the energy minimization technique for the weakly hard real time system which239
was modeled in this section.240

7 III.241

8 Three-phase Energy Minimization Technique242

This work is refinement of the two phase approach suggested by Agrawal et. al. [29]. In the first phase authors243
estimate the critical speed for each task and use a static partitioning strategy called Mix_Pattern. Based on the244
critical speed and the mandatory job distribution authors assigned the speed to each task such that the task set245
is feasible. While in phase two the authors suggested a preemption control strategy. They suggested increasing246
the speed of the lower priority job so that it can complete before preemption. However, the reduction in energy247
due to preemption control may be less than the energy consumed to fit the lower priority job in the slack of the248
higher priority job, i.e., the technique may be counter productive. In such cases they suggest to execute at the249
assigned speed as was done by Niu and Quan [37].250

In this paper we suggest a three phase technique for system energy minimization. In the first phase we251
generate a feasible schedule which assigns the speed closest to the critical speed to all the tasks partitioned by252
Mix_Pattern. In the second phase, we refine the preemption control technique suggested by Agrawal et. al. [29],253
Niu and Quan [37] after locating their pitfalls. Further, in the third phase we measure the idle slots available on254
either side of a job execution window. Based on which we adjust the speed of the job or delay the starting of a255
job so as to combine the two slot. In the following subsection we illustrate the three phases.256

Phase-1: Task Level Feasibility and Speed Assignment In this phase we first estimate the critical speed of each257
task according to the equation (5). Further, the jobs of each task are marked mandatory/optional according to258
Mix_Pattern and speed closest to the critical speed on which the task set is feasible is assigned. The algorithm259
for speed_fitting as suggested by [29]260

9 Phase-2: Modified Preemption Control Technique261

The feasible schedule generated after speed_fitting for the task set ?? in the first phase may not be optimal in262
terms of energy consumption. To further reduce the energy consumption in this phase we suggest a greedy based263
preemption control followed by speed adjustment and delayed start in third phase.264

When a job is scheduled on the processor then the associated devices are switched to active state in which they265
remain till it completes. Thus, if a lower priority job is preempted by the higher priority job then the associated266
device remain active and consume energy for the time for which the job is preempted. This extra consumption267
in the energy can be reduced by268
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delaying the higher priority job if possible and completing the execution of the lower priority job in the275
meanwhile (laxity).276

The higher priority preempting job can be delayed up to its laxity available so that it does not miss its deadline.277
This laxity can be estimated as follows: ???????????? ? ?? = ?? ? ?? ?278

where ?? ???????? is the current time when no higher job is available then ?????? ? ?? = ? . If the time279
available is sufficient to complete the job ?? ?? ?? non-preemptively as suggested by [37] then we do so. However,280
when more than one higher priority jobs preempt a single lower priority job then approach suggested in [37] may281
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12 PHASE-3: SPEED ADJUSTMENT AND DELAY START (SADS)

fail to finish the lower priority job earlier. This is due to the fact that once a higher job finishes and another282
higher priority job is available in the ready queue then it would be scheduled as it has priority higher than the283
incomplete preempted job. This can be observed from the example 1.284

Example1: Consider a task set ?? = {??? ?? (?? ???? ), ?? ?? , ?? ?? ?: ?15, 25, 25?, ?25, 100, 100?}.285
When scheduled without preemption control then the response time of the lower priority job ?? 2 1 after being286

preempted by ?? 1 2 and ?? 1 3 would be 70 refer figure 1a. However, as illustrated by figure 1b (obtained by287
utilizing the concept of preemption control used in [37]) the response time of job ?? 2 1 remains 70 whereas the288
number of preemptions is reduced from 2 to 1. This is because ?? 2 1 is unable to complete in slack of ?? 1 2289
which completes at time 50 after which the scheduler schedules the higher priority job ?? 1 3 since; no job is290
being preempted so no preemption control is applied.291

Thus, we refine the preemption control approach suggested in [37] without varying the speed as modified292
preemption control at assigned speed (MPCAS). Here a lower priority job may be allowed to restart even when293
higher priority job is ready, provided feasibility of the higher priority is assured. The effectiveness of this approach294
is seen in figure 1(c) where the response time of the job ?? 2 1 is reduced to 55 from 70. The proposed MPCAS295
approach is given as below: higher priority is assured. The effectiveness of this approach is seen in figure 1(c The296
MPCAS algorithm would reduce the response time of the lower priority job (?? 2297

1 would finish at time 55 for the example) so the associated devices have better opportunity to switch to298
sleep state and save energy according to DPD. However, when component’s DPD threshold is large than this299
reduction in response time may not be sufficient to allow the associated components to sleep and save energy.300
Agrawal et. al. [29] increase the speed of the lower priority job and hence, reduce its execution time so that301
it can fit in the slack available before it could be preempted (speed of the job ?? 2 1 would be increased such302
that it would finish by 35 in the example). The authors themselves state that this may be counter productive.303
That is, increment in energy consumption by executing the lower priority job at higher speed is more than the304
energy reduction gained due to early switching to sleep state for some components. To overcome this drawback305
we suggest a speed refinement for the preempted lower priority job as well as preempting higher priority jobs.306
This speed combination is predicted by greedy based preemption control (GBPC) which utilizes right and left307
idle slot (refer figure ?? and definition 1, 2, 3, 4) of the processor and the devices.308

Energy estimation for processor during the idle slots:309
For a processor idle slot ?????????? = ?? ???? ?? ?? ? ???? ????????? = ?? ???? ?? ?? ??, if this idle time310

is greater than threshold of the processor ????? then the processor would switch to sleep state otherwise remain311
in idle state. Thus, the energy consumption rate for the processor can be estimated from the equation ( ??) is??312
???? ?? (????????) = ? ?? ?????????? ???????? 0 ? ???????? ? ????? ?? ?????????? ????? + ?? ????????313
(???????? ? ?????) ???????? > ?????(7)314

In the next subsection we estimate the energy consumed by the frequency dependent and independent315
components during job execution.316

Energy (refer equation ( 7)). The energy consumed during the execution of the job would be ?? ?? ?? ??? ??317
?? ? as estimated in the equation ( ??). Thus, the energy consumption of the job ?? ?? ?? along with its left318
and the right idle slots is?? ?? ?? ??? ?? ?? ? = ?? ???? ?? ??? ???? ?? ?? ? + ?? ???? ?? ??? ???? ?? ?? ?319
+ ?? ?? ?? ??? ?? ?? ? + ?? ???? ?? ??? ???? ?? ?? ? + ?? ???? ?? ??? ???? ?? ?? ? (9)320

After estimating the energy we now discuss the technique for greedy based preemption control. If the lower321
priority job is preempted then the preemption control at the assigned speed is done (using PCAS algorithm) and322
the energy is estimated for the preempting higher priority jobs and the preempted lower priority job. If the lower323
priority job is still preempted by one or more, higher priority jobs then the response time of the lower priority can324
be further reduced. The reduction in the response time of the lower priority job can be achieved by increasing325
the speed of either the higher priority bottleneck job ?? ? ?? (such that ???? ?? ?? = ?(?????? ? ?? ? ??326
???????? ) + ?????????? ?? ?? ?) or the preempted lower priority job. The choice between the two is made327
based on the minimum increment in energy, i.e., ?????? ???? ? ?? (?? ? ?? ), ??? ?? ?? ??? ?? ?? ?? where???328
? ?? (?? ? ?? ) = ?? ? ??? ð�??”ð�??” ? +1 ???? ??ð�??”ð�??” ? +1 + ? ?? ???????? ,?? ? ????? ? ? ?? ? ???329
ð�??”ð�??” ? +1 ???? ??ð�??”ð�??” ? + ? ?? ???????? ,?? ? ????? ? (ð�??”ð�??” ? is the speed index of ?? ? ??330
) similarly, estimate ??? ?? ?? ??? ?? ?? ?.331

The speed of the chosen job is incremented and the energy is estimated. The process of further reduction332
in response time of the lower priority job is repeated and the energy for different combinations is estimated till333
either a) the lower priority job is no longer preempted; b) all the jobs are assigned maximum available speed334
level. The speed combination which requires minimum energy is assigned and the schedule is updated. Further,335
energy minimization is achieved by improving the schedule obtained in phase-2.336

12 Phase-3: Speed Adjustment and Delay Start (SADS)337

After assigning speeds to each task in the phase-1 ensuring feasibility followed by the reduction in energy338
consumption by preemption control in the second phase. This phase will adjust the speed assigned (increase339
or decrease) and accumulate the idle slot (delay start a job if possible) to reduce the energy consumption. In340
this phase detail analysis of the preemption controlled schedule is done where right and left idle slot (refer figure341
1 and definition 1, 2, 3, 4) of the processor and the device are re-estimated. After estimating the energy we now342
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propose the new technique for improvement namely, speed adjustment and delay start which we finally combine343
to provide overall reduction in energy. The next subsection discusses the speed adjustment.344

13 Global345

14 Speed adjustment346

In the phase-1 the feasibility of the task set was to be ensured by assigning the speed at the task level, while347
the phase-2 increases the speed of some jobs to decrease loss in energy due to preemption. In this phase the348
speed is adjusted by considering each job separately to reduce the energy consumption based on the left and349
right idle slots. The philosophy for this approach is that speed fitting was done at the task level to make all the350
jobs feasible. Executing job at higher speed may favor switching to sleep state by more components (sleeping for351
more time) in some cases while executing at lower speed may favor the idea of DVS. Thus, depending on the left352
and the right idle slots we estimate the optimal speed for each job which may be different from that of the task.353
In the next subsection we measure the energy consumption at the job level after adjusting the speed.354

Energy estimation of a job after adjusting the speed i. ??nergy ?? ?? ?? ??? ?? ? = ?? ???? ?? ??? ???? ??355
?? ? + ?? ???? ?? ??? ???? ?? ?? ? + ?? ?? ?? ??? ?? ? + ?? ???? ?? ??? ???? ?? ?? ? ? ?? ?? ??? ?? ?? +356
?? ???? ?? ??? ???? ?? ?? ? ? ?? ?? ??? ?? ??.357

Thus, in general the energy estimated at any speed s can be stated as:?? ?? ?? (??) = ?? ???? ?? ???358
???? ?? ?? ? + ?? ???? ?? ??? ???? ?? ?? ? + ?? ?? ?? (??) + ?? ???? ?? ??? ???? ?? ?? ?359
???????+?????????????????? ????????(10)360

Where ? ?? ?? (??) = ?? ?? ?? (??) ? ?? ?? ?? ??? ???? ?? ?361
In the next subsection we discuss the technique for accumulation of idle slots by delaying the task execution362

window.363

15 Delay Start Technique364

In this part of the third phase we aim to assemble the idle slots fragmented on the two sides of a job by delaying365
its execution if the schedule permits i.e. shift the job execution towards its deadline. This may enable the366
associated components to sleep or sleep for longer time to save energy. A job may delay its execution up to its367
deadline so as to be feasible. But extending the job up to its deadline may force the up coming job to miss their368
deadlines. Thus, a job would be allowed to consume only the processor right idle slot so that it may not push369
the upcoming jobs. Thus, a job ?? ?? ?? may shift up to ?????? ??? ?? ?? , ?? ???? ?? ?? ?, without missing370
its own deadline or modifying the schedule of the subsequent jobs. Hence, a delay will move the task execution371
by an amount?? ?? ?? (??) = ?????? ??? ?? ?? , ?? ???? ?? ?? ? ? ?? ?? ?? (??).372

In the next subsection we measure the energy consumption at the job level after delaying its execution and373
adjusting its speed.374
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Volume XI Issue X Version I Energy estimation of a job with delayed start i. Energy estimation due to delayed376
start at assigned speed ð�??”ð�??” ???? ?? : Delaying a job ?? ?? ?? would shift it towards right will elongate377
the left idle slot of the components hence provide better opportunity to the components to switch to sleep state.378
Thus, when execution of a job is shifted then its left idle slot will increase by ?? ?? ?? ??? ???? ?? ? while the379
right idle slot will decrease by the same. The energy consumption of the job ?? ?? ?? along with its left and380
the right idle slots is ii. Energy estimation due to delayed start at speed ð�??”ð�??” ?? < ð�??”ð�??” ???? ?? :381
In a scenario where some of the components may not be able to switch to the sleep state (depending on their382
thresholds) then executing the job at a lower speed (?? ?? ) than the assigned speed ??? ???? ?? ? may save383
energy and reduce length of the right idle slot. Further, delaying the job would add the remaining right idle slot384
to the left idle slot, hence save energy. The energy consumption will be?? ?? ?? ??? ???? ?? ? =?? ?? ?? (??385
?? ) = ?? ???? ?? ??? ???? ?? ?? + ?? ?? ?? (?? ?? )? + ?? ???? ?? ??? ???? ?? ?? + ?? ?? ?? (?? ?? )? +386
?? ?? (?? ?? ) + ?? ???? ?? ??? ???? ?? ?? ? ?? ?? ?? (?? ?? )? + ?? ???? ?? ??? ???? ?? ?? ? ?? ?? ?? (??387
?? )?.388

iii. Energy estimation due to delayed start at speed ð�??”ð�??” ?? > ð�??”ð�??” ???? ?? : When some389
components are unable to sleep in the left idle slot generated after accumulation with speed ?? ???? ?? then390
increasing the speed would reduce the response time. Thus, a combination of higher speed and shift would391
elongate the left idle slot to provide room for switching into the sleep state. Hence, the energy consumption will392
be?? ?? ?? ??? ?? ? = ?? ???? ?? ??? ???? ?? ?? + ?? ?? ?? ??? ?? ?? + ?? ???? ?? ??? ???? ?? ?? + ?? ??393
?? ??? ?? ?? + ?? ?? ?? ??? ?? ? + ?? ???? ?? ??? ???? ?? ?? ? ?? ?? ?? ??? ?? ?? + ?? ???? ?? ??? ????394
?? ?? ? ?? ?? ?? ??? ?? ??.395

Thus, in general the energy estimated at any speed s and shifting can be stated as?? ?? ?? (??) = ?? ???? ??396
??? ???? ?? ?? + ?? ?? ?? (??)? + ?? ???? ?? ??? ???? ?? ?? + ?? ?? ?? (??)? + ?? ?? (??) + ?? ???? ??397
??? ???? ?? ?? ? ?? ?? ?? (??)? + ?? ???? ?? ??? ???? ?? ?? ? ?? ?? ?? (??)?(11)398
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Combining adjusting the speed and delayed start concept Finally, combining the two concepts the speed399
adjustment (equation ( 10)) and delayed (equation ( 11 In the following section we present the results obtained400
by implementation of the approach discussed in this section.401

17 IV.402

18 Simulation Results403

This section compares the performance of our proposed three phase scheduling algorithm (in which we apply404
greedy based preemption control, speed adjustment and delayed start) referred to as GBSADS with the higher405
speed preemption control (HSPC) approach suggested by [29]. All simulation results are computed on a DVS406
processor with operating speed level set as ?? = {0, ?? 1 , ?? 2 , ?? 3 ? ?? 10 } where ?? ?? is a uniform random407
number generated in the interval [10, ??00]. We consider ten types of devices with multiple instances forming408
a pool of devices. For a task, devices are randomly selected from this pool. Rate of energy consumption for a409
device is computed based on the energy required by the processor at the maximum speed, i.e., ?? ???????? ,??410
= Þ?? ??10 where Þ is a uniform random number in the range [0. 1,20]. The task set ?? = {?? 1 , ?? 2 , ?? 3 ?411
?? ?? } with (??, ??) utilization U (i.e. ? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ? a uniform random number in the range (0,412
1]). The preemption overhead and energy required during preemption are uniform random number in the range413
(0, 1] and (0, 100] respectively. Similar type of considerations where taken in [29]. The other parameters are414
summarized in the table 3.415

The key parameter, measured for simulation is energy consumed during one MK_hyperperiod. The result416
reported is the average value of results obtained for hundred task sets. The following section deals with the417
variation in energy with component threshold, task set utilization and device to processor energy proportionality418
constant. Effect of component threshold on Energy consumption: The value of the threshold of a component419
indicates the length of the idle slot for which the component will consume same energy in active state as it would420
do so in sleep state. Thus, as the threshold increases the requirement for long idle slots increases in absence421
of which energy consumption increases. However, increment in threshold will affect the energy requirement up422
to a certain value (length of the longest idle slot) beyond which no component would switch to sleep state, so423
any further increment in the threshold will not increase the energy consumption of the system. The effect of424
the increment in threshold for frequency independent and dependent components can be seen in the figure ??425
The effect of the variation of the device threshold is shown in the figure ??. When the device threshold is lower426
(0-80) it can be observed that the energy consumption by GBSADS approach is almost 23% lower than that of427
the HSPC approach, while this reduction in the energy consumption is more prominent (approximately 32%) at428
higher values of the threshold range (90-140). Beyond 130 it is constant due to the fact that at lower threshold429
value both GBSADS and HSPC control preemption around the assigned speed. But as this threshold increases430
the shorter idle slots become inadequate to switch the device into sleep state, the greedy based preemption431
control in second phase and delay start done in the third phase of the GBSADS approach assembles these idle432
slots efficiently and hence, provide better opportunity to switch the device into sleep state. Similar trends are433
seen for the variation in the processor threshold (refer figure ??) in which we get an overall gain of approximately434
30%.435

EFFECT OF RATE OF PROCESSOR TO DEVICE ENERGY (Þ) ON ENERGY CONSUMPTION: The436
rate of energy consumption by a frequency independent component is a constant. This constant could be less437
than the rate of the energy consumption in the processor (for processor dominant system Þ ? 1) while for device438
dominant systems this would be greater than one. This variation in the ratio (0.1-10) for both processor and439
device dominant systems is observed in the figure ?? for which task sets of utilization U=[0.5, 0.6]. For lower440
value of the ratio (0.1-1) processor dominated system the GBSADS approach saves approximately 20% of the441
energy and this saving increase up to 26% for device dominant systems. A sudden rise in the energy consumption442
is observed for a value of Þ = 2 which indicates the dominance of the devices energy consumption and as more443
devices are added to such a system this rise is even more prominent. At lower level the DVS approach is more444
prominent due to the fact the processor energy consumption is dominant, the HSPC approach applies DVS and445
high speed preemption control which would be inadequate. On the other hand, GBSADS approach applies the446
concept of DVS at three levels (speed assignment, greedy based preemption control and speed adjustment) thus,447
a gain of448

19 May449

20% is received. However, at the higher ratio the device energy consumption is dominant and hence DVS is less450
effective compared to the DPD technique. The GBSADS approach is able to accumulate the idle slots efficiently451
as it does delayed start along with speed adjustment while controlling the preemption based on greedy approach452
whereas HSPC only controlled preemption.453

EFFECT OF SYSTEM UTILIZATION ON THE ENERGY CONSUMPTION: The energy consumption is454
measured as the system utilization increases for different values of Þ. The value of Þ indicates the dominance of455
the device energy consumption on the overall energy consumption of the system (higher its value more the system456
is device dominated). It can be observed from all the following figures (6, 7 and 8) that when the utilization is457
high (0.8-1) then the reduction in the energy consumption is substantial. This is because for such utilizations458
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the system is overloaded hence, the speed assignment for the feasibility in the first phase is at higher speeds. The459
HSPC approach does not slow the once assigned speed while GBSADS approach may reduce the speed assigned460
to the out of phase jobs substantially leading to reduction in the energy consumption. Besides speed adjustment461
it also delays the start and controls the preemption of lower priority jobs to accumulate the idle slots favoring462
the sleeping off the components.463

EFFECT OF ONLY PROCESSOR ENERGY CONSUMPTION (WHEN NO DEVICES ARE ATTACHED464
Þ=0): When no frequency independent components are associated with the system then the effect of the465
utilization on the system energy consumption can be seen in the figure ??. For lower utilization (0.1-0.3) the466
GBSADS approach consumes around 18% less energy while this reduction improves up to around 24% for medium467
utilizations (0.4-0.7) and still further up to approximately 30% for higher utilizations. For lower utilizations the468
speed assigned by both approaches in first phase is close to the critical speed and hence, energy saving by469
GBSADS is only due to the delayed start in the third phase which accumulates the fragmented idle slots and470
favor the processor to switch into the sleep mode (or sleep for longer time). For task sets with higher utilization,471
the speed assigned to a task in the first phase are generally higher than its critical speed due to overloading of472
the system by both the approaches. For reducing the energy consumption the HSPC approach the execution of473
the preempted jobs at either higher or at the same assigned speed. Executing preempted jobs at higher speed474
of such systems having no devices attached would be counter productive while execution at the assigned speed475
would not incur any reduction in energy. On the other hand, GBSADS would adjust the speed (may reduce the476
assigned speed) taking into the account the thresholds and the idle slots in the second and the third phase so as477
to balance the impact of DVS, DPD and PC techniques.478

20 WHEN THE DEVICE TO PROCESSOR RATE OF EN-479

ERGY480

CONSUMPTION IS COMPARABLE Þ=1: The effect of the utilization on the overall energy consumption can481
be seen from the figure ??. The trend of the energy consumption is similar to that observed in the figure ??.482
But for higher utilizations the reduction in the energy consumption is less (approximately 26%) as compared to483
30% in figure ??. This is due to the fact; when higher speeds are assigned in the phase-1 reducing the speed484
by the GBSADS approach increases the response time of a job which would in turn force the devices to remain485
active for longer period and consume energy hence, lower gain is observed when compared to system comprising486
of frequency dependent components only. dominated system can be observed in the figure ?? which is similar to487
the trend seen in figure ?? and 7 in which at higher utilizations GBSADS approach performs better than HSPC488
approach.489

V.490

21 Conclusion491

In this paper we presented a three phase scheduling algorithm which minimizes the system energy consumption for492
weakly hard real-time system while maintaining the (??, ??) guarantee. The system consists of a DVS processor493
(capable of operating at various frequencies) and frequency independent peripheral devices. We proposed a three494
phase scheduling algorithm where in the first phase a mixed pattern based partitioning is used to determine the495
mandatory and optional jobs of a task and assign speed levels to ensure the feasibility of the task set.496

However, the major contribution of the work lays in the second and third phase which analyses and refines the497
first phase schedule at job level. In the second phase we formulated a greedy based preemption control technique498
which adjusted the speed of the preempted/preempting jobs based on the laxity to further reduce the energy499
consumption. The third phase focused on accumulation of the idle slots through utilizing the concept of delay500
start and speed adjustment. The speed adjustment is a method of assigning an optimal speed to individual501
job based on the availability of idle slot on the either side of the execution window of a job and the threshold502
of the components. While delayed start technique delays the execution of a job up to its available slack time503
to assimilate the idle slots fragmented on the either side of a job’s execution window. The effectiveness of the504
proposed algorithm has been discussed through examples and extensive simulation results.505

The proposed three phase scheduling algorithm is compared with [29] where the authors have adopted similar506
scenario. The simulation results indicate that the three phase scheduling algorithm consumes approximately 30%507
less energy for task set at higher utilizations (0.8-1) while it is 24% better for lower utilization systems (0.1-0.7).508
The reduction in the energy consumption is 30% for higher values of the threshold of a component while lesser509
improvement is observed approximately 23% for lower threshold value. The proposed algorithm was targeted for510
device dominant systems for which it performed 26% better. However, the simulations indicate that the approach511
is valid for processor dominant systems as well for which an improvement of about 20% is received. Thus, the512
proposed algorithm is capable of performing better in the system/process energy constrained systems when the513
system is overloaded (utilization is high) or the threshold of the components are high. 1514

1A Three Phase Scheduling for System Energy Minimization of Weakly Hard Real Time Systems ©2011 Global
Journals Inc. (US)
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Figure 1: 2011 14 May

1

?? ??,?? Computation required by the frequency dependent
components of task ?? ??

?? ??,?? Computation required by the frequency
?????? ?? ?? ?? ??
?? ???? ?? ??

independent components of task ?? ?? Release time of a
job ?? ?? ?? = ?? * ?? ?? ?? , i.e., ?????? ?? Absolute
deadline of a job ?? ?? ?? = ?? * ?? ?? + ?? ?? ?? , i.e.,
?? ?? Finish time of a job ?? ?? ??

?? ???? Critical speed of the processor for the task ?? ??
?? ???? Speed of the processor assigned to the task ?? ??
?? ???? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? Speed of the processor assigned to the job ?? ??

Frequency independent component ?? ?? is associated with
task ?? ??

?? ?? ???????? ,?? Energy consumed per unit time by the device ?? ??
associated with task ?? ?? in sleep state

?? ???????? ,?? ?? Energy consumed per

Figure 2: Table 1 :
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recourse conflicts. Same consideration is taken switching the sys-
tem has to save the
state of the task at

in this work. the beginning and
restore the saved
status at the end of

2. The frequency dependent components (DVS sleep state
(switching from
sleep state to
active state).

processor) can operate at ?? + 1 discrete These two
activities incur
an overhead called
the DPD

voltage levels, i.e., The symbols used in this paper are summarized overhead. To have
a positive energy
saving the compo-
nent should not be
switched to sleep
state for duration
(??) less than
the DPD threshold
??? which can be
estimated as fol-
lows: Energy con-
sumed by a com-
ponent when it re-
mains idle during
idle slot ?? is ??
???????? ?? (1)
Energy consumed
in sleep state dur-
ing ?? Energy con-
sumed by the com-
ponent to go into
sleep state is

in the table1 while the terms used are discussed in the
next subsection.
a) Terms Used
MK_hyperperiod (??): It can be defined as the
point after which all the task in the set are in phase and
(??, ??) pattern for each task is restarted i.e. the situation
at time t = 0 is restored, mathematically,?? = ??????((?? ?? *
?? ?? ) ????????? ?? = 1, 2 ? ??) where LCM stands for least
common multiple.
in ?? : It is the sum ?? (??)? of a job ?? ?? Response time ??? ??
the sleep state Energy consumed per unit time by the processor when running at a speed ?? ?? (?? ???? = ???? ?? 3 where ?? is constant) ?? and higher priority of the time requirement of the job ?? ?? ?? ???? preempting jobs. Mathematically, ?? ?? ?? (??) = ?? ?? (??) + ? (?? ? (?? ??? ?? ) + ð�?”?ð�?”?) ??? ? ?? ??? ( ??,?? ) where ?? (??,?? ) is the set of
????? DPD threshold of the processor ?? ?? mandatory jobs preempting ?? ?? MK_hyperperiod ð�?”?ð�?”? ??????? ?? ?? , ?????? ?? ?? + ?? ?? ?? ,???1 (?? ?? )?. The equation ?? ?? during the time ?? (??) is an Preemption Overhead is context switching time required when a higher priority preempts a lower iterative equation which can be solved using different
priority task iterations represented by ?? = 0, 1, 2 ? ?. For the first
?? ð�?”?ð�?”? iteration ?? ?? Energy consumed during each preemption ?? ,0 (??) = ?? ?? (??). The iterative equation ?? ?? ?? ,?? (??) terminates when either of the two conditions is satisfied:
a) value of the two consecutive iteration is same i.e.,
?? ?? ?? ,???1 (??) = ?? ?? ?? ,?? (??) or b) value exceeds its relative deadline i.e., ?? ?? ?? ,?? (??) > ?? ?? .
DPD Threshold (????): In DPD policy a
component is switched to a sleep state on the
occurrence of idle slot to save energy. For such a

Figure 3: unit time by the device ?? ?? associated with task ?? ?? in active state ????? ??
DPD threshold of the device ?? ?? ?? ?????????? Energy consumed per unit time by the
processor in the idle state ?? ???????? Energy consumed per unit time by the processor
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// Greedy approach based speed fitting algorithm
Algorithm speed_fitting(task set ??)
Begin
1. Repeat
2. While (not feasible)
Do
a. For all task ?? ?? ? ??
Do
i. If (ð�??”ð�??” ð�??”ð�??” ??
iii. Goto step 2
Else
i. Goto step 2b. to select next smallest ? ??
Repeat
End
In the following subsection we describe the job level
second phase.

[Note: ?? < ??) 1. Compute Else 1. ? ?? = ? Repeat b. Select a task ?? ?? with smallest ? ?? c. If
(ð�??”ð�??” ?? < ??) i. ð�??”ð�??” ?? = ð�??”ð�??” ?? + 1 ii. ?? ???? = ??]

Figure 4:

?? of mandatory jobs which preempts ?? ?? ?????? ? ?? > ?????? ?? ?? .
Hence, the time available for execution non-such that
preemptively by the lower job would be
???? ?? ?? = ?????? ??????? ??? ? ?? ??? (??,?? ) :??????? ? ??
+???????????? ? ?? ?<?? ???????? (?????? ? ?? ?
??????????+???????????????,?????????????????

Figure 5:
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Begin
1. Set the ?? ???????? = 0 // the current time
2. For all jobs in one MK_hyperperiod
Do
a. if(incomplete_queue is empty)
i. if(ready_queue is empty)
1. wait for a job to arrive in it
2. Update ?? ???????? ?? be read from the ready_queue ii. Let ?? ?? ?? iii.
Estimate the time available ???? ?? iv. If ????? ?? ?? )? ?? ? ?? ?? (?? ?? 1.
Execute ?? ?? ?? non-preemptively for ?? ?? (?? ?? ?? ) ?? ) 2. Update ??
???????? = ?? ???????? + ?? ?? (?? ?? 3. ?? ?? ??? ?? ?? ? = 0
4. Goto step 2a.
v. Else
1. Execute ?? ?? ?? non-preemptively for ???? ?? ?? 2. ?? ?? ??? ?? ?? ?
= ?? ?? ??? ?? ?? + ð�?”?ð�?”? ?? ? ? ???? ?? 3. Insert ?? ?? ?? into
incomplete_queue based on its
priority
4. Update ?? ???????? = ?? ???????? + ???? ?? ??
5. Goto step 2a.
b. Else
?? be read from the incomplete_queue i. Let ?? ?? ?? ii. Estimate the time
available ???? ?? iii. If ????? ?? ?? )? ?? ? ?? ?? (?? ?? 1. Execute ?? ??
?? ) ?? non-preemptively for ?? ?? (?? ?? ?? ) 2. Update ?? ???????? = ??
???????? + ?? ?? (?? ?? 3. ?? ?? ??? ?? ?? ? = 0
4. Goto step 2a.
Else
?? into incomplete_queue based on its 1. Insert ?? ?? priority
2. Goto step 2.a.i.
Repeat
End

Figure 6:
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?? ?? ?? (?? ?? ) = ?? ???? ?? ??? ???? ?? ?? ? + ?? ???? ?? ??? ???? ?? ??
? + ?? ?? ?? (?? ?? )
+ ?? ???? ?? ??? ???? ?? ?? ? ? ?? ?? (?? ?? )?
+ ?? ???? ?? ??? ???? ?? ?? ? ? ?? ?? (?? ?? )?
iii. Energy estimation at speed ð�??”ð�??” ?? > ð�??”ð�??” ???? ?? : When some
components are unable to switch to sleep state then
if a job executes at a higher speed then it will
complete earlier. This would improve the possibility to
switch the components into sleep state and increase
the sleeping time of the already sleeping
?? ??? ?? ? = components. The time thus saved is ? ?? ?? ?? ?? ??? ?? ? ? ??
?? ?? ??? ???? ?? ? which will increase length of the
right idle slot. Hence, the total energy consumption
will be
?? : The energy estimation at speed ð�??”ð�??” ???? consumed by the device
during the left (or right) idle
slot would ?? ???? ?? ??? ???? ?? ?? ? (or ?? ???? ?? ??? ???? ?? ?? ?) (refer
equation (6))
while the energy consumption by the processor during
the left(or right) idle slot would be ?? ???? ?? ??? ???? ?? ?? ? (or
?? ???? ?? ??? ???? ?? ?? ? ) (refer equation (7)). The energy consumed
during the execution of the job would be ?? ?? ?? ??? ???? ?? ? as
estimated in the equation (8). Thus, the energy
consumption of the job ?? ?? ?? along with its left and the
right idle slots is
?? ?? ?? ??? ???? ?? ? = ?? ???? ?? ??? ???? ?? ?? ? + ?? ???? ?? ??? ????
?? ?? ? + ?? ?? ?? ??? ???? ?? ? + ?? ???? ?? ??? ???? ?? ?? ?
+ ?? ???? ?? ??? ???? ?? ?? ?
ii. Energy estimation at speed ð�??”ð�??” ?? < ð�??”ð�??” ????

[Note: ?? : In a scenario where some of the components may not be able to switch to the sleep state (depending
on their thresholds) then executing the job at a lower speed (?? ?? ) than the assigned speed ??? ???? ?? ? may
save the processor energy. But this execution is subject to the availability of the right idle slot since this reduction
in speed will force longer response time.]

Figure 7:
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1. Estimate ?? ??
?? (??, 0) according
to the equation (12)

?? ?? ?? (??, ð�?”?ð�?”?) = ?? ???? ?? ??? ???? ?? ?? + ð�?”?ð�?”??? ?? ?? (??)? + ?? ???? ?? ??? ???? ?? ?? + ð�?”?ð�?”??? ?? ?? (??)? +

2. If ??????? > ??
?? ?? (??, 0)? ??
(??, 0) a. Update
?????? = ?? ?? b.
Update ?? ???? ??
= ?? and shifting
as ð�?”?ð�?”? ?? ??
= 0 End if ?? (??,
1) according to the
equation (12) 3. Es-
timate ?? ?? 4. If
??????? > ?? ??
?? (??, 1)? ?? (??,
1) a. Update ??????
= ?? ?? b. Up-
date ?? ???? ?? =
?? and shifting as
ð�?”?ð�?”? ?? ??
= 1 End if End for
End for 2. Estimate
the total energy for
a MK_hyperperiod
(??) End while End

?? ?? ?? (??) + ?? ???? ?? ??? ???? ?? ?? ? ð�?”?ð�?”??? ?? ?? (??) ? ð�?”?ð�?”? ? ? ?? ?? (??)? + ?? ???? ?? ??? ???? ?? ?? ? ð�?”?ð�?”??? ?? ?? (??) ? ð�?”?ð�?”? ? ? ?? ?? (??)? Where s ? S set of speed levels available, ð�?”?ð�?”? is a binary (12) number which has a value 1 if a shift operation is made and ð�?”?ð�?”? ? is its complement. Thus, for minimum energy consumption of a job ?? ?? ?? must be assigned a speed s and delayed start operation ð�?”?ð�?”? such that ?? ?? , ?? ???????? ,?? ?? >: < ?? 1 1 , 10, 54687, 0.0 >, < ?? 2 2 , 30, 262285, 0.0 >. The preemption overhead is ð�?”?ð�?”? = 5 and energy it consumes for preemption is E ð�?”?ð�?”? = 8568937. The critical speed (?? ??1 , ?? ??2 ) as estimated from equation (5) would be 25 and 30 respectively. The MK_hyperperiod will be 100. // Speed adjustment and delay start based third phase algorithm //Algorithm SADS(task set T) //input is the feasible schedule generated after speed fitting and GBPC after phase-2 Begin 1. While (no further reduction in energy) Do a. For each job ?? ?? ?? ? ?? where ?? is the set of mandatory ?? (??, ?? 2011
May
Global
Jour-
nal
of
Com-
puter
Sci-
ence
and
Tech-
nol-
ogy
21
Vol-
ume
XI
Is-
sue
X
Ver-
sion
I

jobs in the task set ?? arriving during any
MK_hyperperiod (??)
Do
i. Estimate the left and the right idle time for device
??? ???? ?? ?? , ?? ???? ?? ?? ?and theprocessor???

????
??
??
,
??
????
??
??
?

according to definitions 1, 2, 3 and 4.
ii. Assign speed to job ?? ?? ?? as ?? ???? ?? = ?? ???? and shifting as ?? = 0 ð�?”?ð�?”? ?? iii. Assign ?????? = ?? ?? ?? ??? ???? ?? , ð�?”?ð�?”? ?? ?? ? according to the

)) equation (12)
for considering
each job for
improvement
individually we

iv. For every speed ?? ? ??

get Do
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2

ð�??”ð�??”
????
??

ð�??”ð�??”
????
??

ð�??”ð�??”
????
??

ð�??”ð�??”
????
??

ð�??”ð�??”
????
??

???? ?? ?? Energy Remark

25 25 25 25 30 100 56393661 Uncontrolled Preemption technique with DVS and DPD
25 25 25 25 30 75 33473217 Preemption control as suggested by [37]. Reduction in energy consumption is 40.6%.
25 25 25 25 105 35 36900380 Preemption control by increasing the speed of the lower priority job as suggested by

[29].
Phase 2: GBPC
25 25 25 25 30 60 29538942 Performing preemption control at the assigned speed (ASPC). This incapable of

preventing
preemption but
reduces the
response time.
Reduction in
energy from [37]
11.7% and
47.6% from
uncontrolled
preemption
technique.

25 30 25 25 30 58.3 29126514 Increasing the speed of ?? 1 2 based on the ??? 1 2 (?? 1 2 ) = 31757.1, ??? 2 1 (?? 2 1 ) = 91715.
Preemption
could not be
prevented but
the energy
consumption is
decreased.

25 30 25 25 35 57.3 29219229 ?E 1 2 (s 1 2 ) = 94063.1, ?E 2 1 (s 2 1 ) = 91715. Increasing the speed of ? 2 1
25 30 25 25 37 57 29312320 ?E 1 2 (s 1 2 ) = 94063.1, ?E 2 1 (s 2 1 ) = 92790. Increasing the speed of ?? 2 1
25 35 25 25 37 55.8 29092841 ?E 1 2 (s 1 2 ) = 94063.1, ?E 2 1 (s 2 1 ) = 185809. Increasing the speed of ? 1 2
25 37 25 25 37 55.5 29076167 ?E 1 2 (s 1 2 ) = 62511, ?E 2 1 (s 2 1 ) = 185809. Increasing the speed of ? 1 2
25 40 25 25 37 38.7 16205293 ?E 1 2 (s 1 2 ) = 98151, E 2 1 (s 2 1 ) = 185809. Increasing the speed of ? 1 2 . Preemption is

avoided. Re-
duction in energy
consumption by
51.59% from [29,
37] and 71.3%
from
uncontrolled pre-
emption is re-
ceived.

Phase -3: SADS
Delaying job ? 1 4 for 10 units 15648423 Reduction of 53.3% from [29, 37] and 72.3% from uncontrolled preemption is

received.

Figure 9: Table 2 :
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3

Parameter Condition Range
UTh Utilization Is assigned 0.01
Threshold
?? ?? Utilization If ?? ? ? ?? ???1 ? ????? the select a

uniform
(0, ?? ? ? ??
???1 ]

random number
If ?? ? ? ?? ???1 < ????? then assign ?? ?? = ?? ? ?

?? ???1
?? ?? worst case select a uniform (0,100]
execution time random number
?? ?? period select a uniform (0,1000]

random number
?? ?? deadline select a uniform [?? ?? , ?? ?? ]

random number
?? ?? Is a random integer [1,10]

selected uniformly
?? ?? is the number Assigned a value ??? ?? ?? ?? ??

?? ?? ?? ? ?
of mandatory jobs in ??
??
thp processor select a uniform [0, 200]
threshold random number

Figure 10: Table 3 :
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